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The TrumpWorks Culture Ads People Government Espionage Agency is an important part of government intelligence gathering. This collection of images gives you an insight into this very mysterious task. Espionage is a tense and often deadly way for governments to collect classified information from their enemies.
Then we'll look at some of the methods used by spies. The ways in which information is obtained are as different as the data itself. See how spies hide information on the next page. When secret information is passed on to spy controllers, they must be hidden so that the enemy suspects nothing. Such machines can help
encode or decode a secret message. Aerial espionage is a method used by governments to monitor the activities of other countries. Spy satellites can do the work of spy planes without put the pilot in danger. Advertising Advertising Privacy Choices We use cookies to customize content and ads, to provide social media
features and to analyze our traffic. We also share information about your use of our website with our social networks, advertising partners, and analytics partners, who may combine it with other information you have provided to them or which they have collected from your use of their services. You agree with our cookies
if you continue to use our website. Do not sell my data OK Information that can be used Browser type and its settings Device operating system information Cookie information About other identifiers assigned to the device IP address from which the device accesses the client's website or mobile app User Activity
Information on that device, including websites and mobile apps that are visited or used Device Geographic Location Information When accessing the website or mobile app Activists for Democracy and Free Speech around the world, they have something new to worry about through iTunes: cyber warfare. A German
magazine reporter has been caught by a British security firm boasting about how they can use Apple's megapopular software on behalf of foreign governments to infect targeted computers with malware. At a booth this September at germany's Cyber Warfare Europe conference, representatives of Gamma International
UK demonstrated how their finfisher product service can insert spyware via iTunes at the request of intelligence, security and police agencies around the world. Spyware exploits an unencrypted HTTP request that iTunes submits when Apple Software Updater is inactive. When it was installed on the user's computer, the
spyware redirected users' web browsers to a customized web page that pretended that Flash was not installed on the user's computer. Flash by the website installed was in fact a sophisticated piece of spyware that sent user activity data directly to foreign intelligence services. Latest iTunes iTunes updated, 10.5.1, was
issued on Monday, 14 March 2017. Apple's launch of 10.5.1 roughly co-wrote both with the Der Spiegel article and the release of a wide-ranging cache of extended Internet surveillance documents by the Wall Street Journal, which includes detailed information about FinFisher and similar products. Most of the documents
obtained by the Journal were distributed on the Washington trade show ISSWorld Americas, which promises intelligence support systems for legitimate interception, criminal investigation and intelligence gathering, which took place this Oct. It is not known if the iTunes software update time was intentional. (An email
request for comment prompted Apple's response that the office was closed for the holidays.) The news of the iTunes exploit was interrupted by Der Spiegel's Marcel Rosenbach, who wrote a German-language report on Gammi's product. Rosenbach openly compared the surveillance methods offered by FinFisher and
Gamma International to those used by cyber criminals. When FinFisher's Trojan horse software took advantage of the iTunes security hole and tricked users into installing spyware, external observers could monitor Skype conversations-even if they encrypted and tracked all online text/image traffic, including Twitter and
Facebook.This detailed scenario was played during the recent Egyptian revolution that shaved President Hosnik Mubarak. Human rights protesters have found documents linking Gamma to the intimidation of the National Security Investigation Service (SSI). A cache of invoices and brochures published by Cairo blogger
and doctor Mostafa Hussein in the posterous microblogging service showed that Gamma had offered to sell more than $375,000 of software, hardware, installation and training to SSI (which was accused of routinely torturing prisoners by the United Nations). The accompanying documents, written in Arabic, showed how
Finfisher and sister software FinSpy could be used to spy on the email, Facebook and Skype accounts of dissidents. During the abyss at the SSI headquarters, the documents were obtained by a large potea ing regime opponent. It is not known whether Egyptian state security has ever purchased Gammine's products;
After the Egyptian Revolution, the ISS was unbconnected. According to Der Spiegel, participants in the governments of Malaysia, Indonesia and the United Arab Emirates were on the list of participants in the trade show. Speakers at Cyber Warfare Europe included officials from the United States Army, NATO and the
British Defense Ministry. [Top Image: Flickr user: fawksy, Medium Image: Gamma International UK, Bottom Image: moftasa.posterous.com] For more stories like this, follow @fastcompany Twitter. Email Neal Ungerleider, author of this article, here or find him Last updated on November 3, 2020, whether you're using a
Mac to work or just for your personal projects, you're completely wondering how to improve productivity. There are only so many hours in the day, and there's so much mental endurance you can run away before it runs out. There are dozens of tricks you can use to improve your own productivity and outlook, but if you're
looking for a more objective, comprehensive fix, it's best to equip your Mac with productivity apps that are designed to help you do more in less time. This Lifehack-exclusive list has some of the best productivity apps to help you feel less tired, improve your energy, and ultimately help you do more every day. What makes
for the best productivity apps? In addition to productivity tips, there are dozens of productivity apps you can choose. Against this end, here are some of the main aspects of the ideal productivity applications that made up this list. Unobtrusive – You want the productivity app to seamlessly insert the workflow and not cause
disruption. It must not cause any interruptions from the application to the full screen. Good interface – Again, you want to be able to use these applications easily and benefit from you. The easier you can navigate these apps, the better. Fair pricing – Many of these have free trials that give you a good chance to try before
buying. If you choose to pay for this, monthly price plans must be reasonable for what you are getting. 1. TodoistAvailable for all iOS devices, Todoist is a note-taking and organization app that can keep you on top of all your projects – both personal and professional. Its best features are all free-to-use, including browser
extensions, task creation, and interactive whiteboards that you can use to organize all your notes. If you want to pay an optional $29 annual fee, you can get even more advanced features such as backups and automatic reminders. Even with the free version you will stay much more organized. Download: Todoist2.
1Password You may not realize this, but you probably spend a tone of time alerting your passwords, especially if and once you forget about the app you use regularly.1Password is a Mac app that saves and remembers all passwords for you in one place so that you can access all your favorite sites with one click. You'll
save time while securing all your bills. The personal plan is $2.99 a month. Download: 1Password3. BearBear is a unique type of note app that is designed to make it easier for Mac users to migrate notes on the go. You can use it to create task lists, give reminders, and outline concepts for future brainstorming sessions.
It comes with many different styles so you can customize your notes to your personal preferences and remember the context in which you wrote them. The core version is free, with $14.99 a year also available. Download: Bear4. HazelHazel by noodlesoft is an automated organizational tool designed for Mac that will help
you automatically organize your files based on all the custom rules you want to create. For example, you can set up to move intact items from one folder to another folder labeled action items if they haven't been addressed within a week. This can save you your organization's hours in a few weeks. One license is flat
$32.Download: noodlesoft5. AlfredAlfred is an all-in-one app that is designed to save you time with Mac shortcuts and handy custom actions. You can use it in different ways. For example, you can access Alfred's Clipboard memory by not copying and pasting the same material over and over again, or setting up custom
workflows to automate some of the most repetitive tasks. This is a paid app, with multiple price points based on the features you want. Download: Alfred6. TextExpanderTextExpander does exactly what the name suggests; allows you to enter a short piece of text and expand it automatically. For example, you can create
a custom extension that allows you to conjure up an entire paragraph by typing multiple times by simply entering a unique abbreviation. Once you've gotten used to custom combinations, you'll be spared your fingers before tying in thousands of words. Each account is $3.33 a month. Download: TextExpander7.
Backblaze If you've ever had an accident or a Mac theft, you know how long it can cost you to restore your system. You will spend hours replacing the files you have lost and losing thousands of files that are irrelevant. Backblaze is an automated, inexpensive way to backup an entire Mac for just $5 per month. Download:
Backblaze8. The MaestroKeyboard Maestro keyboard is an older app that still has the power to make your life easier. You can use it to automate any number of tasks based on a specific trigger (for example, a hotkey combination or an event, such as connecting to a wireless network). One license costs only
$36.Download: Maestro9 Keyboard. SnagitTe has many apps for a good screen capture app, whether you're trying to illustrate a problem with the technology you have or just want to make an interesting meme. Snagit makes it easy, with built-in editing for both images and video. One license covers two machines, and
costs $49.95.Download: TechSmith/Snagit10. Barmander Bartender is a smart app that helps you clear and organize all menu bar icons. You can also quickly access them with keyboard shortcuts. If you're like most Mac users, these icons quickly get grounded and stop you from working efficiently. It's free to try for 4
weeks, then you'll need a $15 license. Download: Waiter11. OtterOtter is a Mac app for a note takeer that hates typing. This is voice recognition system and a note application that will You overwrite your conversations, keep notes during meetings, and even take contextual notes in your own time. Best of all, you can
start! Download: Otter12. Flux Do you often feel tired all day, or can't you sleep after a day of staring at your computer? This could be due to the unnatural blue light that radiates from your Mac.Flux naturally adjusts your screen to emit light that matches the time of day so you can sleep better and feel less tired. It's free,
too! Download: Flux 13. PDFpenIf you regularly deal with ZDF's, you probably feel that you want some kind of tool that can allow you to highlight these ZDf's, however you wish. Without a dedicated application like PDFpen, this can be difficult. PDFpen allows you to edit ZDF files in almost any way that gives you more
power and saves you time. One license is $74.95.Download: Smile Software/PDFpen14. OmniFocusOmniFocus is all about managing tasks. It has a clean interface that allows you to tag your tasks, schedule events and even automate certain features. It's one of the most comprehensive solutions on the market, so
there's some learning curve to get the most out of it. The standard license is $39.99, while the pro version is $79.99.Download: OmniFocus15. FranzIt is tiring to switch between dozens of different chat programs such as Facebook Messenger, Slack and WhatsApp whenever you want to have a conversation with another
contact. Franz's solution is simple; provides access to all these applications in one handy package. And best of all, it's a completely open code. Download: Franz16. MindNodeThi you type brainstorming, you need an app like MindNode to help you organize your thoughts effectively. There are dozens of tools that you can
use to link ideas to a thought map, or simply jot down notes for future references. The basic app is free, in-app purchases are available. Download: MindNode17. Focus On the Internet is a wonderful thing, but it can be terribly insouous. And if you're like most of us, you've stopped working on a project because of some
site that grabs attention or bad online habits. That's where Focus comes in. This app allows you to block the worst offenders with custom deadlines and other restrictions so you can focus on the task at hand. One license is $19.99.Download: Focus18. CleanMyMacChances are, your Mac doesn't work as fast as it can,
thanks to gigabytes of clutter and unnecessary files in your system. CleanMyMac helps you scan your Mac, monitor its health, and finally clean it— so you can do all the tasks that are even faster. One license is $39.95.Download: CleanMyMac19. GrammarlyA spelling error or grammatical error can cost you a lot. It could
be a source of worse rating on a large paper or it could compromise your credibility in the workplace. Grammar can help you. This Mac-integrated writing assistant monitors all your writing and makes live fixes, so it alerts you to any errors before they become permanent. There's a free version, but a premium version will
cost you between $11 and $30 a month, depending on how you pay. Download: GrammarlyFocus This DoFocus to-do is one of the best productivity apps for your iPhone around. It even has a desktop client that you can easily connect to. The app is built around two things: pomodor technique and task management. He
achieves these things with an incredible balance. All you have to do is create a task and then set the timer to the right within the program itself. There is also great flexibility with the pomodor technique. You can choose whether to take a 5-minute break, take a longer one, or even skip it. You can also create tasks,
reminders on the Task Management page, and prioritize tasks. Download: Focus To DoThe Bottom LineThese productivity apps should help you make more productive hours out of every day, but they're the only tools you'll have to help you find success. Make time to learn and experiment with all the life hacks that can
make you more productive. By improving devices as well as your outlook and focus, you can get a lot more done during the day, and feel better doing it. More productivity boostFeatured photo credit: Patrick Ward via unsplash.com unsplash.com
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